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Providing a concise overview of 40 Hadiths?sayings of the prophet Muhammad?this compilation

offers an in-depth investigation of the second essential source of Islamic authority after the Qur?an.

Following the prophet?s encouraged tradition of focusing on a select 40 of the proverbs instead of

the entire collection, this volume consists of the original Arabic text, English translations, and

informative commentary. Compiled from the works of prominent Muslim scholar Fethullah Glen, this

study provides a clear portrait of how the prophet Muhammad established the principles of Islamic

life through his teachings.
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Inspirational

It was great being able to digitally download and read on my iPad. I have already completed one

reading and will continue to use it as a source of information in the future.

I read this book every night when I went to sleep. I'ts a very good book, easy english and

knowledgeable.

I have purchased multiple versions of the 40 Hadiths but none of those other copies go as far into

the religious and spiritual aspects and the way we examine our daily actions the way this book

does. I would recommend this book for anyone looking to study hadith and seeking personal

growth.



Precious words of wisdom valuable to both Muslims and non-Muslims. Best commentary of 40

ahadith thus far.
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